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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Carrara Mosaic Tiles Bathroom Floor Basketweave White Marble Mosaics

Short Description: Carrara mosaic tiles offer a classic and

versatile basket pattern that can be used to create a variety

of tile layouts and designs. Explore different installation

options, such as herringbone, diagonal, or linear patterns,

to add a personalized touch to your space.

Model No.: WPM256

Pattern: Basketweave

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

Made from Bianco Carrara marble, this mosaic stone tile is a great choice to enhance the natural beauty and

elegance of your space. Made in Italy, Carrara is known for its unique gray veining on a pristine white

background. This marble offers timeless appeal and durability. Featuring a classic basket pattern, these

marble mosaic tiles will add a touch of sophistication to any interior. Mosaic tiles are carefully arranged in an

interlocking basket weave pattern, creating a visually captivating and harmonious design. Each tile is carefully

crafted and polished to highlight the inherent luster and elegance of marble. Carrara marble mosaic tiles'

neutral tones of white and gray integrate seamlessly with a variety of design elements. Pair them with modern

or traditional fixtures, fittings, and accessories to create a cohesive and harmonious aesthetic. Carrara mosaic

tiles offer a classic and versatile basket pattern that can be used to create a variety of tile layouts and designs.
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Explore different installation options, such as herringbone, diagonal, or linear patterns, to add a personalized

touch to your space.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Carrara Mosaic Tiles Bathroom Floor Basketweave White Marble Mosaics

Model No.: WPM256

Pattern: Basketweave

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM256

Color: White & Grey

Material Name: Bianco Carrara Marble, Cinderella Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM260B

Color: Pure White

Material Name: Thassos Crystal Marble

Model No.: WPM003

Color: White & Black

Material Name: Carrara White Marble, Black Marquina Marble

Model No.: WPM393

Color: White & Blue

Material Name: Azul Argentina Marble, Thassos Crystal Marble



Product Application

Transform your bathroom into a peaceful and luxurious retreat with Carrara mosaic tiles. Whether you

choose to cover a wall, create a statement feature, or design a stunning floor, white marble mosaic brings a

timeless beauty and sense of tranquility to a space. Enhance the functionality and beauty of your shower area

with Carrara marble mosaic flooring. Additionally, create a charming and stylish kitchen floor with Carrara

basket mosaic tiles. The durability of Carrara marble ensures that the mosaic can meet the needs of busy

kitchens while providing a luxurious and timeless design element.

Elevate an extraordinary element to any room by incorporating Carrara marble mosaic tiles on your walls.

Whether you choose to cover an entire wall or create a striking feature, the basket pattern will add texture

and depth, transforming the space into an elegant statement. Immerse yourself in the natural beauty of

Carrara marble and the intricate designs of the basket pattern.

FAQ

Q: Can these mosaic tiles be used for both bathroom floors and walls?

A: Yes, the Carrara Mosaic Tiles Bathroom Floor Basketweave White Marble Mosaics are designed for use on both

bathroom floors and walls. Their versatile design makes them suitable for various applications in your bathroom.

Q: How do I clean and maintain these mosaic tiles?

A: To clean the mosaic tiles, use a mild, non-abrasive cleaner and a soft cloth or sponge. Avoid using harsh chemicals or

abrasive materials that could damage the marble. Regular maintenance, such as wiping up spills promptly and resealing

the marble as needed, will help maintain their pristine appearance.

Q: Are these mosaic tiles suitable for use in a shower or wet areas?



A: Yes, the Carrara Mosaic Tiles Bathroom Floor Basketweave White Marble Mosaics are suitable for use in showers and

other wet areas. However, proper installation and sealing are crucial to prevent water penetration and maintain the

integrity of the marble.

Q: Can I cut these mosaic tiles to fit my specific space?

A: Yes, the mosaic tiles can be cut to fit your specific space using a wet saw or tile nipper. It is recommended to seek

professional assistance or follow proper guidelines for cutting marble to ensure clean and accurate cuts.


